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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Of the many challenges confronting educators today, a major

.

one is that of improving the teaching of problem solving.

For

many years the teaching of problem solving has received much
attention in the general literature, but still it persists in bein
the most troublesome aspect of the arithmetic program in both the
elementary and the high schools.

The importance of problem solv-

ing ability is eVident in the voluminous amount of literature
concerning some phase of this topic.

There are those who would

make problem solving the ultimate objective of any course in
mathe.:natics in the junior and senior high schools.

As H. Van Enge

states, "In its broadest sense, problem solving teaches attitudes
of considerable value to a democratic society.

I~

teaches the art

of suspending judgment, carefully weighing facts, making value
1 judgments, and arriving at conclusions on the basis of a prep on-

i derance

of eVidence. III

...
lH. Van Engen, "Ari thmetic in the Junior-Senior Hign. Scheel, II
Fiftieth Yearbook of the National Society for ~ Study of Educa11££, II TChicago,:l95l), 113.
1

2
~Cany

pupils with average or above average intelligence fail

'to achieve as they should in problem solving.
ability often achieve to a greater degree.

Others with lower

An attempt to identify

anyone cause of problem solving disability would be an oversimplification of a complex problem.

Among those factors most frequently

cited as contributing to problem solving disability are reading
disability, mental deficiency, lack of adequate
n~~ber

develop~ent

concepts, the blocking of adjustments by emotional

of

response~

the inability to sense quantitative relations, poor teaching
oethods and materials and over-sized classes.

These factors will

be discussed in greater detail in the following chapter.
';11 tnout a doubt there are many factors involved in problem
solvi~G

'\[i-ch

ability.

It is not within the scope of this study to deal

a great number of them.

To say to -..That degree each factor

&ffects pupils' achievement would be an impossibility without
~

!considering each individual case; even then, it would be a complex

i"

J t~s1r
Cl.
.H. . .
"

The present study deals partially with the emotional and per-

jZonal adjustment of children.
! pupil achievement?

·rfe

To ;;hat degree do attitudes affect

knovi that they do, but do they to a signifi-

Icant degree by which we could conclude that it would behoove
teachers to spend more time in motivating and understanding pupils?
?erhaps teachers help build negative attitudes.

What role does the

home play in the development of negative attitudes?

Could it be

that the various community agencies hold conflicting interests and

I'

!

I

3

~values?

Grace Fernald found in one clinical study that of seventy-

eight disability cases, only four had records of any disability
before entering school. 2 Were these acquired in school?
Teachers have many measuring instruments by which to judge
pupil behaVior.

They have intelligence and achievement tests,

personality inventories, self-rating scales, teachers' evaluations,
anecdotal records and various community agencies such as psychological, correction and guidance services.

However, because school

services are so time consuming, and because private services such
as psychological and psychiatric treatment are so costly, often
PUPilS who need help fail to receive any at all.

I

Parental emo-

,tional involvement makes the problem even more complex.
~

It is

hoped that this study will shed some light on means by which the
classroom teacher, without clinical training, can playa more significant role in helping to provide better pupil personal and
'environmental adjustment, with one major purpose being to improve
pupil achievement in problem solving.
Can a better understanding of the nature of problem solving
ability help teachers to improve pupil achievement?

Despite the

fact that extensive research has been done on this subject, the
relative effectiveness of various methods of teaching problem solving has not been determined.

In this study the related literature

2Grace M. Fernald, Remedial Techniques in Basic School
Subjects (New York, 1943), p. 8.

4

i;.;11l be reviewed and the relationship between problem solving and
!va,rious intellectual factors 1fill be examined , with the hope that
!the results will suggest to teachers means of better diagnosing
!?Upil difficulties in arithmetic, thus providing bases for more
!effective instruction.
The Purpose of the Study
It is, therefore, the purpose of this research to investigate
the following problems:
1.

'ii'hat is the relative importance of certain abilities
and aptitudes as factors in arithmetical problem
solving ability?

2.

:'lhat attitudinal factors significantly influence
achievement in arithmetical problem solving ability?

It should be noted that the abilities, aptitudes and attitudes
iwill be studied as objectively measured by the tests to be named
in the follolfing section.

They will not be factors as defined in

factor analysis.
Procedure
During the fall semester, 1961, the California Test of Personality was administered to 330 pupils in Grade 7B of District
No.2 in the Chicago Publlp Schools.

In addition results on the

California Test of Mental Maturity (Short-Form) and the Metropolitan Achievement Battery, as obtained from these same pupils in

5
r~de

6A, were used.

study,

co~plete

Of the original 355 pupils included in this

information was gathered on 330.

Including twelve sUb-tests, the California Test of Personality measures specific attitudes defined as types of tendencies to
thinl'.:, to feel and to act which reveal personal and social adjust~ents

to life situations.

(See Appendix I.)

The reliability of

this test is given as .88 as computed by the Kuder-Richardson
formula.

With respect to validity the Educational Research Bulle-

tin of the New York City Schools carries this statement: "This
procedure which is followed in the California Test of Personality
is perhaps the most diagnostic of any test of this type. 113 Taylor
and Combs found a statistically significant difference between
students who scored in the upper fifty percent and those who scored
in tDe lower fifty percent on the California Test of Personality.4

Balcer says, "There is often a theoretical but entirely invalid
objection upon the part of those who have never used such tests
[personality inventories] that children will not be

~ruthful.

It

is generally knovffi that children's problems are so close to their

lives that they can scarcely refrain from answering what applies
'I'

3 11 Appraisal of Growth in Reading," Educational Research Bulletin of the Bureau of Reference, Research and Statistics, Board of
Education of the City of New York, II (November 1941), 28.
4Charles Taylor and Arthur W. Combs, "Self-Acceptance and
Adjustment," Journal of Consulting Psychology, XVI (April 1952),
89-91.

·,

Ito

I
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This situation is similar to the quite universal tenden-

t~eili.

,.cy of

~ost

individuals to unburden themselves about their problems

even to strangers if they are encouraged to talk about themlves • 115
s e...
~he

Oalifornia Test of Mental Maturity consists of seven sub-

•

Itests which sample various kinds of mental processes to establish
Ithe level and rate of mental development.

The seven tests con-

tributG to scores in four factors, providing a Language I.Q., a
"~ToIl-Lan6uage

j

I.Q. and a Total I.Q.

~he ~etropolitan

(See Appendix I.)

Achievement Battery is comprised of ten sub-

tests, measuring achievement in various school subject areas.
(See Appendix I.)

For the present study only three areas will be

considered--arithmetic problem solving achievement, arithmetic
computation achievement and reading achievement.
The product-moment correlation coefficient will- be used to
measure the relationships between the various factors included in
the Oalifornia Test of Mental Maturity and problem solving ability
as measured by the Metropolitan Achievement Battery.

The inter-

correlations between the various factors and the correlations with
'i"

arith~etical

problem solving ability will be subjected to path

,coeffiCient analysis as a means of estimating the relative

!
, 5Harry Baker,

I

1945), pp. 379-80.

Introduction

1£ Exceptional Ohildren (New York,

~
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contributions of the various aptitude and ability factors to individual differences in problem solving achievement.
In studying the relationships between the aptitude and atti-

Itudinal factors and arithmetical problem solving achievement,
simple analysis of variance will be done for each attitudinal
factor.

Mental ages and attitude scores will be classified as

hi0h, average or low.

The arithmetical problem solving stanine

scores 'Ivill be entered in the cells of 3 x 3 tables.

It 'Ifill thus

be possible to ascertain how such an attitude as "self-reliance"
is related to achievement for all the pupils studied and for pupils
of differing levels of aptitude.

For comparative purposes a simi-

lar analysis will be made vTi th reference to the reading achievement
stanine scores.

.,....
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE
~actors

Involved in Problem Solving Difficulties

Much research is available concerning the nature of problem
solving disability.

Those factors freQuently mentioned are mental

deficiency, reading difficulty, lack of development of number concepts, lac:c of interest and emotional maladjustment.
Those children with mental deficiency may be excusable failures in problem solving under proper learning conditions.

Children

of norillal intelligence, however, possess the abilities that are
essential in achieving success in solving problems.

Fernald

states: "There is no such thing as a child of normal intelligence
who cannot do arithmetic."l
Reading has often been cited as a reason why pupils fail to
achieve in problem solving.

A common suggestion and one supported

by data is that training in reading will improve arithmetic
achievement.

Knight has shown that children's scores on a written-

problem test may be raised as much as a full year through training

Ipernald, p. 213.
8

....

9
in reading without any training in arithmetic proper. 2

Reading

. aterials containing unrealistic problems have caused students to
ese interest in problem solving.

This seems to be a concensus

. eng arithmetic experts as early as Thorndike who found that unenlistic problems made children lose confidence in themselves. 3
'rIle lac:c of development of number concepts is another fre~uently

uentloned reason for laok of

Tra~itional

in problem solving.

teaching methods, many using the atomistic approach of

sti~ulus-response,

cepts.

ouooe~~

have led to lack of understanding of number con-

:'Iore emphasis is advocated upon understanding our number

systea and using numbers in a variety of realistic situations.

I

The

utilization of field psychology, i'Thich stresses understanding and
the orGanization of learning through discovery of relationships and
generalizations, is advocated by most mathematicians.

Thorndike

states:
The ordinary vie\'r of the nature of arithmetical learning
is obscure or inadequate in four respects. It does not
define 1:Tha t Imo't1'ledge -of the meaning of number is ; it
does not take account of the very large amount ~f teaching of language which is done and should be done as a
part of the teaching of arithmetic; it does not distinguish between the ability to meet certain quantitative
problems as life offers them and the ability to meet the

2F • B. Knis;ht, "The Effect of A Year' s Drive on r.!otiva ted
Reading in Arithmetic for I·axed Drill Tests," Unpublished Study,
T~ird Yearbook, Department of Superintendence (Washington, D. C.,

1925), 39-40.
3 Ed1'Tard L. Thorndike, The Psychology of Arithmetic (New York,

1929), pp. 9-13.

10

]:.:'oolems provided by textbooks and courses of study;
it leaves the ability to apply arithmetic knowledge and
]o~·;er as a rather mystical genera! faculty to be im?rovcd by some educational magic.
~':i th

the many intangibles involved in pupils I attitudes the

relationship between attitudes and problem solving achievement is
in doubt.

The effect of interest has received much attention.

For uany years the development of favorable attitudes and interests
haS been an aim of the arithmetic program.
emotio~al

attitude, there is a positive relationship between inter-

est and attitudes.
i~?ortant

Since interest is an

The lack of interest has often been cited as an

reason for adverse pupil attitudes.

Then the question

arises as to the relationship between interest and ability.

Inter-.

est in arithmetic and ability at arithmetic are probably correlated
)ositively in the sense that the pupil who has more interest tends
in the long run to have more ability.

I'meat suggests that perhaps

our efforts are partially futile because of the lack of immediate
need of arithmetic on the part of the learner. 5
Speaklng in reference to emotional difficulties

~n

arithmetic,

Fernald states: "Because the emotional problem is so serious, many
investigators feel that emotional stability should be established
I

before remedial work is attempted.

It is often difficult to tell

4 Ibid ., 2.
5Harry G. "lihea t, liThe Nature and Sequences of Learning Acti vities in Arithmetic,1I Fiftieth Yearbook of the National Society
f2.E. ~ Study of Education, If 11951), 23.'"-

"

'

...

11

lI"Tl1iCl1 COIJes first, the failure or the emotional breakdown.

Some

childre:1 fail to learn because they are emotionally unstable;
others become emotionally unstable because they fail to learn." 6
:1ith reference to failure, Fernald states: "A child who has failed
repeatedly in arithmetic becomes so negatively conditioned with
reference to it that he is unable to approach anything connected
with number without an emotionQ.l .. cHilPOnOilQ.,,7

In relation to arithmetic difficulties, Brueckner says: lilt
is one thing to discover them, but their treatment often presents
a

se~ious

problem because 'the causes underlying them are complex

and cannot easily be isolated.

If certain factors within the

learner himself are not taken into consideration in planning the
aritl1wetic program, difficulties may develop.
~ecessary

For instance, it is

to adjust to such items as the learner's mental level,

physiological defects and handicaps, his background of experience,
his attitudes and emotional reactions."S
?,:any educators and psychologists would maintain, vli thin
li~its,

work.

that attitude is more important than aptitude in school
Similarly, personality factors often seem to be even more

important than abilities in determining how a student gets along

6Fernald, p. 7.
7 Ibid ., 253.

8Leo G. Brueckner, Foster E. Grossnickle, and John Reckzeh,

Q.evel~i4g

l1athematical Understandings (Philadelphia, 1957),
Pp. 493- 94.

12
lin

sc~ool

and. hO"T he v,ill get along in life.

Often large differ-

ences in motivation compensate for small differences in aptitude.
Studies related to the role of personality in school achievei~ent

are inconclusive, many because of lack of proper controls.

However, there are some relations between personality and achieve;:lent llhich are widely accepted as important.

Blanchard illustrates

"

.'

thiS by cases demonstrating increased achievement in arithmetic
through the development of positive emotional attitudes. 9

Herriott

controlled the effect of intelligence in order to study the effect
of attitudes alone on scholastic success.

He found that those

students vTho possessed what he termed "evaluative and persevering
attitudes II achieved greater success in school •.10 Lecky studied
the role attitudes play in arithmetic deficiency.
in

arit~etic

,.1

,i

He found drill

less important than counseling or other experiences

that lead to a change of attitude for those students who held a
poor self-evaluative attitude. ll
The most frequently mentioned factors, outside of the learner,
affecting achievement in arithmetic are the teacher and the size of
the class.

In the Fiftieth Yearbook of the National Societl for
.. '

~

9p. Blanchard, "Attitudes and Educational Disabilities,"
[§ntal Hygiene (1929), 550-563.
10H. E. Herriott, IlAttitudes as Factors of Scholastic Success,1I
University of Illinois Educational Research Bulletin, No. 47, 1929.

:t

j

IIp. Lecky, Self-Consistencl: A Theorl £f Personality
(New York, 1945), pp. 103-104.

--------------------------------------------------------~

.".

13

I0§. §...tu~y

of :2ducation, Grossnickle mentions the fact that many

teachers' colleges fail to prepare prospective teachers adequatelYe

12

Their poor background often becomes a source of difficulty

for the pupil.
haS been

shoW1~

Another handicap is the large size of classes.

It

that the range in ability in arithmetic at the sev-

enth grade level is often between six and seven years.

Brueckner

states: "The most perplexing and difficult problem faced by the
teacher is that of providing for the wide range of differences
awonG the members of the class, their ability to learn mathematics,

the rates at "I'Thich they learn, the level to which skills have been
developed, their interests, their attitudes toward the subject,
and so on.,,13
Intelligence and Problem Solving Ability
Contrary to Spearman's statement that "I-lany people of high
general intelligence have 10l'i ability for mathematics, ,,14 it is
'considered by most authorities that the relationship between prob-

,
"

lem solving ability and intelligence is highly positive, and that

high intelligence is the most important single factor for success

12Foster E. Grossnickle, "The Training of Teachers," Fiftieth
Year':)?olc of the National Society for the Study of Education, II
{19~1 ), 203-230.
13Brueckner, Grossnickle, and Reckzeh, p. 86.
14Charles Spearman, The Abilities of l'!an (New York, 1927),
Pp. 3-L!·.

"

14
iIl problem. solving ability.
coIlc1~sion tn~t

there is a close connection between mathematical

and ge~8ral ability.15
En~e1hart

Evidence by Virigley also leads to the

This is also Thorndike's theory.16

employed the method of path coefficients to study

the relationship betw'een problem solving ability and four factors:
(1 ) aritillJ.etical problem scores, (2) intelligence scores,
(3) arithoetical computation scores and (4) reading scores.

"

He

found that intelligence and computation ability are important
factors in causing individual differences in problem solving. 17
L.

:c.ufJber of correlation studies have been conducted between

the factors of intelligence, as measured by the various intelligence tests, and problem solving ability.

Most of these studies

have indicated that problem solving ability is related more closely
to computational ability or number ability than any other factor.

Phillips correlated the six tests of the Chicago Primary Mental
Abili"c.ies Iii th problem solving.

He found the relationship

behieen proble:ii solving and arithmetical computation to be the

l5J2.clc ~'irigl ey, "Factorial Nature of Ability in Elementary
:·:athe:-:latics," British Journal of Educational Psychology, XXVIII
(February 1958), 61.
-16Thorndike, pp. 51-69.
l7Max D. Engelhart, "The Relative Contribution of Certain
Factors to IndiVidual Differences in Arithmetical Problem Solving
Abili ty , II Journal of Experimental Education, I (September 1932),
19-27.

."

I"""

15

hi6~est.18

This conclusion is also supported by the Thurstones in

their discussion of number ability.19

In studying algebraic prob-

le::1 solving ability Kellar found algebraic computational facility
to be the most important factor in algebraic problem solving abiltty.20

Thor.adike states that the correlation betvTeen problem sol v-

in:;; (:part of the "gil factor of intelligence) and computation may
- c..,.,.~. 60 • 21
a.-oproa

Sister Canisia studied mathematical ability and

a high correlation between the number factor and verbaliza-

fo~nd

tion.

She also found mathematical ability, the perception of
Irelations, a part of intelligence. 22
It 'would seem to indicate that since studies point to a close
relationship existing betvieen number ability and problem solving,
an improvement in one would improve the other.
nature of number ability.

Coombs studied the

He found that the number factor was

18i'heodore Phillips, "Critique of Correlation Techniques in
Education,1I Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation (University of
Chicago, 1952).
19 L • L. Thurstone and T. G. Thurstone, Factorial Studies £!
Intelligence (Chicago, 1941), p. 5.
20~lylma R. Kellar, "The Relative Contribution of Certain

F~cto~s

to Individual Differences in Algebraic Problem Solving
Abili-';:.y, II Journal of EXDerimental Education, I (September 1929),

26-35.
21Thorndike, p. 299.
22Sister Nary Canisia Hajewska, "A Study of Mathematical
Ability as Related to Reasoning and Use of Symbols," Unpublished
Doctoral Dissertation (Loyola University, Chicago, 1960).

16
,:;lost clearly identified by very simple number tests such as multi~

!plyill.:3 "{Thol e :numb ers .23
In reference to the apparent relationship between intelligence
alld problem solving ability, and number ability and problem solving
ability, Engelhart believes that instruction should be directed
tovl8.rd fostering whatever traits or abilities are relevant to
problem solving and capable of modificatlon. 24

23Clyde H. Coombs, "A Factorial Study of Number Ability,"
Psychometrika, VI (June 1941), 161-189.
24 Engelhart, p. 26 •

CHAPTER III
STATISTICAL METHODS RELATIVE TO PREDICTION
Educators and psychologists use many statistical methods by
'{rhich they hope, objectively and ultimately, to arrive at evaluation and prediction of human behavior.

Since the origin of

statistical methods relative to prediction, about the beginning of
the seventeenth century, nUllierous methods have been devised by
\·;rhich He strive to predict hUman behavior.

It is not wi thin the

scope of this research to discuss a great number of them, but only
those

th~t

have a bearing on the present topic.

In dealing with one variable the fundamental statistical
procedure that we use usually includes measures of central tendency, such as the mean, the median and the mode, and also measures
of

v~riability

such as the standard deviation.

But often science

de:::ands answ'ers to questions ,'Thereby lie need to study the rela tionships between variables.

In trying to predict one phenomenon from

another, lIe must try to determine hov1 the one depends upon the
other.

\';e seek to find cause and effect, and furthermore, how a

change in one is accompanied by a corresponding change in the
other.

Whenever it is possible, this relationship is stated in

Quantitative terms.

This is possible when both cause and effect

17

18
~re co~tinuously

variable and subject to

measure~ent.

In essence

1'7e s8elc a functional relationship between two variables.

In seek-

the above relationships, one of the methods used is
correlation analysis.
In this chapter the writer will attempt to present a brief
description of certain procedures which can be utilized in studying
Irelationships.

These include the coefficient of correlation, the

tests of its significance, the t test for means and differences
betl'ieen :ueans, and the analysis of variance including the F test
of si':;llifical1ce.
Olle of the

~ost fre~uently

used statistics in psychological

and educational research is Pearson's product.moment correlation
coefficient.

It measures the degree of linear relationship betw'een

t'l'iO variables vl'hich range in value from 1.00 (a perfectly positive
relationship) to -1.00 (a perfectly negative relationship).

A

correlation of zero indicates no relationship.
Often in the physical sciences correlations may approach 1.00
because the variables involved may be experimentally controlled
and precisely measured; this is practically impossible in education, and therefore the correlation coefficients that we obtain
are very seldom above .90.

Of the two variables that we study,

one ue designate as the dependent variable and the other as the
independent variable, even though there may be no clear cut basis
for designating them as such.

In dealing with more than two

variables, for example, Xl, the dependent variable, and X2, X3
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• . • An' the independent variables, we can, through the use of

partial correlation, estimate the net relationship oet'lreen Xl and
~
or other independent variables, with the rest of the independ",,2,
ant v~riables held constant. On the other hand the correlation

between Xl and the combined effect of two or more independent
va.riables is measured by coefficients of multiple correlation.
traces excellently the history of these techniques in her
boo:C entitled Studies in the History of Statistical IIJ:ethods. l
~';al}::er

In dealing with an independent variable, X, and the dependent
variable, Y, one of our problems is to find the line of best fit
that relates Y to X.

Very seldom, if ever, do we get a straight

line uhen we plot our values of the variables .graphically.
ly 1{e have the values scattered about a straight line.

Usual-

The line

that best fits these scattered values is called the regression
line of Y on X, and the equation for the line is called a regression equation.

If we do not lrnovT vThich of the variables is the

inds?e:'1G.ent one, then lie would also try to predict X from Y, and
there:::ore 'fe 'would have tliO regression equations, Y on X and

X on Y.

Por an extensive discussion of linear regression and

reGression equations, see Statistical Methods for the Behavioral
'SCiences by Allen L. Ed'i'iards. 2

IHelen H. \'Jalker, Studies in the History of Statistical
(Baltimore, 1929), pp. 111-112.

~ethods

2Allen L. Edwards, Statistical Hethods for the Behavioral
SCiences (NeVI York, 1954), pp. 116-138.
-- --
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In

dealin~

with correlation coefficients, the sampling problem,

differs from the sampling problem in the case of such a statistic
The higher the correlation in the universe, the
o-reater the skevilless in tlle sa:npling distribution.

For example, if

I;)

the true correlation is .90, sample correlation can range far below
.90, but can range above .90 only to 1.00.

Hence, observed corre-

lation coefficients are transformed to Fisher's z' coefficients,
since

mathematical model of these is a normal distribution

t~e

before application is made of t tests to evaluate their significance.
fidac~al

level.

;fe

may also use the

Zl

transformation to establish the

liillits of the parameter, at some defined significance
Here 'yle establish an interval so that. "Ive can say vTe have a

certain degree of confidence that the interval contains the population correlation.

For a complete discussion of one and two tailed

tests of Significance as employed in significance tests for the
correlation coefficient, see Experimental Design in Psychological
?es ea:::'ch by All en L. Ed "liard s .3
In contrasting two variables, X and Y, it is impossible to
deSignate one variable as cause and the other as effect without
observational or

experi~ental

evidence.

In some relationships the

Variations in the dependent variable are entirely
variations in the independent variable.

":l

detel~ined

For example, the

3Allen L. Edwards ~ E,!l)erimental Design in Psychological

~search

(New· York, 1900), pp. 77-85.

by
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circuDfe~ence

of a circle relates entirely to its diaDeter.

This

of relationships between educational or psychologica.l v8.ri8.o1es.
relationship •

Lack of controls and errors can mask a perfect
A coefficient of correlation can be used to indicate

t11e extent to 'which the variation in one variable determines the
observed variation that we find in the other variable.

.'

,.'

Thus, if

one variable on the basis of other evidence is assumed to be
causally related to another, the coefficient of correlation is a
Imeans of estimating its importance as a causal factor.

The stand-

ard error of estimate tells us how reliable our predictions are;
the coefficient of correlation tells us how strong the relationship
is.

Often we work with two regression equations when we cannot

classify our variables as dependent and independent.
we have Y regressing upon X, and X regressing upon Y.

Therefore,
These values

are called the regression coefficients and merely tell us how much
a unit change in Y is accompanied by a unit change in X, and how
~uch

a unit change in X is accompanied by a unit change in Y.

Using the regression equations, if the X measurements and Y measurements are given in terms of standard scores, then r (correlation
coefficient) becomes the slope of the regression line.

In this

',.

cas e it is knovffi as a beta, or standard regression coefficient.
The methods of path coefficients, part correlation, beta coefficients and ordinary regression coefficients can be considered to
consti tute one family of techniques for analyzing data

'YTi th

each

.. ,
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ethod focusing attention on specific details: path coefficients
the variance interpretation; part correlation concting the betas for the variability in the dependent variable
unex?lained by the combined influences of all the factors; beta
coefficients, or ordinary regression coefficients, expressing the
relative weights to be given each independent variable when the
ultiple regression equation is used in predicting values of the
ependent variable.
The theory of path coefficients was first developed in 1921
by Se,'rall ylright, who applied it in his agriculture and animal

studies. 4

The equivalence of path coefficients and beta coeffi-

cients :~s been demonstrated by Kelly to be true for all problems. 5
Later Engelhart established the fact that path coefficients are
identical with beta coeffiCients by employing in his proof the
semi-partial correlations given by Dunlap and Cureton. 6

Burks and

4S el'mll :iJright, "Correlation and Causation," Journal of
Agricultural Research, XX (January 1921), 557-585.
Sel-rall 'Jright, liThe Theory of Path Coefficients, II Genetics,
VIII (Xay 1923), 238-255.

5E• Low'ell Kelly, "The Relationships between the Techniques
of Partial Correlation and Path CoeffiCients," Journal of Educational Psychology, XX (February 1929), 119-124.
6J • itT. Dunlap and E. E. Cureton, liOn the Analysis of CausaJournal of Educational Psychology, XXI (December 1930),

~ion,1I

073-675.

I·lax D. Engelhart, liThe Techniques of Path Coefficients,"
tsychometrika, I (December 1936), 287-293.
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Ileil:.::all 'Viere the first in the field of education to apply the
methods of path coefficients. 7

In terms of standard deviations, a

path coefficient is defined as the ratio of that part of the
standard deviation of a variable vThich is due to another variable
to tDe total standard deviation of the variable.

Symbolically a

path coefficient may be expressed as follows:
P ij =

i f ij

ui

..."'0. j
~

= path coefficient for variable i
= standard deviation of variable,

and j.
one due to the jth

variable.

= standard

deviation of variable i.

The "ij is a partial standard

deviation~-a

measure of that

part of the variation of one variable due to another, with other
variaoles controlled. 8

73 • S. Burks, "The Relative Influence of Nature and Nurture
upon ~ental Development; A Conparative Study of Foster ParentFoster Child Resemblance and True Parent-True Child ~esemblance,"
,'r:'~e:c'-:;:r-Seventh Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of
Education, I (1928), 299-301.
J. D. Eeilman, "Factors Determining Achievement and Grade
Location," Journal of Genetic Psychology (1929), 435-456.
J. D. Heilman, tiThe Relative Influence upon Educational
Achievement of Some Hereditary and Environmental Factors,1I TwentySeventh Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Educa1i££, II (1928), 35-~
8Engelhart, Psychometrika, pp. 288-290.
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In terms of correlation coefficients the fundamental idea of
th coefficients may be stated as follows.
ent

va~iable,

and X2 • • •

xn

Let Xl be the depend-

be independent variables.

Then the

correlation coefficient between Xl and any of the Xi (any independent

va~~able),

pe~dent

or between any two such as Xi and Xj (any two inde-

variables), is equal to the path coefficient connecting the

t~o v~riables

plus the sum of the proauots of the path coefficients

along all paths of indirect connection, not including those through
the dependent variable.

Once the equations for the path coeffi-

cients are set up in terms of zero-order correlation coefficients,
the set can be solved for the path coefficients considered as the
unknOlnl.

Follow'ing a suggestion made by Engelhart, Honroe and

stuit have shovm that the'solution of the equations for the values
of the path coefficients is mathematically the same problem as the
solution of the normal equations for the regression coefficients. 9
It should be noted that the estimates of the relative importance of different independent variables obtained
path coefficients are but estimates.

b~

the method of

I'Then there are several meas-

ures of each of several skills or abilities considered as causal,
factor analysis is probably the more appropriate technique.

Engel-

hart states, "l'Then the variables studied are few in number and the

9\'ialter S. I'-1onroe and D. B. Stuit, "Correlation Analysis as
l·Ieans of Studying Contributions of Causes," Journal of Experi2.en tal Ed uca tion, III (March 1935), 162.
.A.
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:l.Xlt.;;:t)retation 'I'Till be :::lore meaningful in terlilS of these variables
ra ther t:'1an in terms of hypothetical orthogonal factors, the path
coefficient technique may be preferred.
~easured

T,'l'here variables ::nay be

with greater validity than in the fields of psychology or

educ~tion--for

example, in the field of economics--the technique of

path coefficients may be more appropriate than the technique of
factor analysis in studying certain problems. 1110
,,'rnen we are w'orking with tl'1'O means, if we _wish to find if
there is a significant difference between them, we can apply the
t test.

By formula and with the calculation of the standard error

of t.he difference betlVeen tw'o lJeans, we can formulate the null
hypothesis that there is no difference between our means.
ing the value of t and establishing confidence limits,

Vie

By findcan

ascertain whether the difference between the two means is significant, that is, not attributed to chance.

If so, we can reject our

null hypothesis and say that these two means do not come from the
same population.
The t test is adequate if we have only a few means to compare,
but often we have a number of groups involved in a study, and this
method ,;vould be too laborious.

The analysis of variance permits

us to test differences among a group of means at the same time.
The analysis of variance concerns itself with variances rather than

l°Engelhart, Psychometrika, p. 292.
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~ith sta~dard

deviations and standard errors.

The rationale of

tl1e aD.2..1ysis of variance is that the total sum of S'luares of a set

of weasurements composed of several groups can be analyzed or
br01cel1 dOI'ffi into specific parts, each part identifiable w-i th a
~iven

o

source of variation.

In the simplest case the total sum of

Squares is analyzed into two parts: a sum of s'luares based upon
variation within the several groups, and a sum of squares based
upon the variation betl'ieen the group means.
su~S

Then, from these two

of squares independent estimates of the population variance

are cocputed.

With these two variances, the value of F, tabled in

convenient form by G. "'tv. Snedecor, can be calculated, and similarIy, as with the t test, our data can be evaluated to discover
vrhether they include significant differences or not.
The analysis of variance was largely the accomplishment of
Sir R. A. Fisher, a brilliant British statistician.

Ooncerning

the analysis of variance, he had the following to say:
',;e ~'lere together learning hOif to use the analysis of
variance, and perhaps it is Ivorth Ifhi;Le stating an impress~on that I have formed--that the analysis of variance,
l'lhich may perhaps be called a statistical method, because
that term is a very ambiguous one--is not a mathematical
theorem, but rather a convenient nethod of arranging the
aritlliuetic. Just as in arit~etical text-books--if we
can recall their contents--we were given rules for
arranging how to find the greatest common measure, and
how to 1vorl:: out a sum in practice, and were drilled in
the arrangement and order in 1'lhich vie vlere to put the
figures dO"lill, so vii th the analysis of variance ; its one
claim to attention lies in its convenience. It is convenient in two ways: (1) because it brings to the eyes
and to the mind a summary of a mass of statistical data
in w-hich the logical content of the whole is readily
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a)preciated. Probably everyone "\iho has used it has
lOL:.:..'1d thc..t co::nparisons \ihich they have not previously
t~ought of may obtrude themselves, because there they
a~e, necessary items in the analysis.
(2) Apart from
&i~ing the logical process, it is convenient in facilito.-c.inG and reducing to a comrJon form all the tests of
si:;nificance "Yrhich He may want to apply. I do insist
-~r.:.at its claim to attention rests essentially on its
convenience. Nearly always vIe can, if we choose, put
our data in other forms and other language. Naturally,
like other logical arrangements, it is based on mathematical theorems previously proved, and in particular
the tests of significance were based on problems of distr-ibution the solution of iihich was published for the
~ost part from 1921 to 1924.11
The present discussion of statistical techniques is by no
means a very thorough
more

co~plete

one~

The writer advises anyone desiring a

explanation to consult the bibliographical sources

relevant to statistical procedure.

It was the intention of the

i1Ti ter to merely convey to the reader a fairly simple explanation
of SOille of the techniques that Ivill be used in the follo'iring chapters, "\,li thout going into many formulas , definition of statistical
tenJS, and the use of too many symbols.

An excellent account of

most of the methods described can be found in Dixon and Massey's
Introduction to Statistical Analysis. 12

11 Ed:t18rds, Experimental Design, pp. 117-118.
l2'ifilfred J. Dixon and Frank J. Iv1assey, Jr., Introduction to
Statistical Analysis (New York, 1951).

OHAPTER IV
OOLLEOTION AND INTERPRETATION OF THE DATA
data for this study were secured with the aid of personnel

T~e

from four Ohicago elementary schools located in Rogers Park, a
Ohicago.
6A.
t~in

Oomplete data were obtained for 330 pupils, all

Since almost all of the chronological ages fell

a range of two years, this factor was eliminated as an

impo~tant

sta~ine

COID-

consideration.

Table I on page 29 shows by the use of

scores (one being the lowest and nine being the highest,

itn a 8ean of five) the relative position of the group in relation

to national norms follo'l"ling the normal curve.
and

p~obleill

The actual I. Q. 1 S

solving achievement scores in each stanine represent

the performance of this study's 330 pupils in contrast to the theoretical number in each stanine, which would have been the case if
the

of the group had conformed to a normal distribution.
The results obtained for this study viere from the Oalifornia

Test of l'Iental

~a turi ty

(Short Form), the Oalifornia Test of Per-

sonality and the Zetropolitan Achievement Battery.

These tests

were administered by the adjustment teachers of each school and
machine scored, 'Hi th the exception of the Oalifornia Test of Personality, which was scored by the writer on scoreze answer sheets.
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TABLE I
THE STANINE SCALE
Theoretical
in Stanine
stanine

f

%

Actual I.Q.'s
f
%

Actual
Problem Solvini,?i
f
%

9

13.2

4

68

20.6

51

15.5

8

23.1

7

55

16.7

86

26.1

7,

39.6

12

72

21.8

62

18.8

0

/'"

56.1

17

63

19.1

79

23.9

5

66.0

20

49

14.8

34

10.3

L{.

56.1

17

16

4.8

12

3.6

3

39.6

12

3

.9

5

1.5

2

23.1

7

4

1.2

1

.3

-I

13.2

4

0

0

0

..l..

0

Part of the handling of the data consisted in transposing the
ra"N scores of the tests into stanine scores.

The stanine scale

constitutes a metilod of grouping scores into classes I'Thich are
broad

e~ough

to permit use of a single digit to represent each

class, but precise enough for many practical and simple statistic
purposes.
One problem confronting the writer was that of grouping the
mental age and attitudinal scores into categories of high, average
and low.

Even though a student w"as classified in the lovT group,

his score might Vi"arrant his being in the average or high group
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ba.;:;>v-

on national

nor~s.

This was often the case.

Since for the

present study the purpose was to ascertain the pupil's relative
group studied, this factor was overlooked.
~elated

...

Another

problem was that in order to obtain equal or proportional

uuobers of cases on each level, the splits could not be made using
~rbitrary

or inflexible mental age cutting scores.

the splits, the frequencies could not be split.

Also, in making

In grouping the

aental age scores, for example, seventy-six cases were needed for
the low ability group.

Since sixty-nine cases were already in-

eluded &nd ten fell at the next level, even though only seven more
cases were needed, all ten were included.

Conversely, if only

three or four cases 'tvere needed and ten fell at the next level,
none \';ere added, and these ten cases constituted the lovier limit
of the average group.
Lfter the mental age and attitudinal scores had been arranged
in the cells of 3 x 3 tables, the arithmetical problem stanine
scores \','ere entered.

For comparative purposes the same was done

with the reading stanine scores.

From the tabulated scores in each

of the nine cells for each attitude, using a table of random numbers, ten scores vlere selected from the outer cells and twenty from
the middle cells, totaling 140 cases.

Even though each cell did

not contain the same number of cases, the cells were proportional
and thus enabled us to use a two-part analysis of variance schema.
This method Ivas used to test the null hypotheses that (1) there
l-rere no differences in the means of the total groups, and (2) there
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i~teraction

s no

between

~ental

age and attitude levels.

test waS also used to compare individual means.

The t

The product cooent

correlation coefficient was used to determine the relationships
etween problem solving ability and those attitudes significant at
the

l~

These results are given in Table XI on page 45.

level.

1'lith regard to the second purpose of this study--determining
the relationships between various intellectual factors and problem
solv:ns ability--correlation coefficients, using the scores of all

33 0 sub jects, l'lere obtained betireen problem solving, the dependent
variable, and the four factors measured by the California Test of
i.rental :·:a turi ty : spatial relations, verbal ability, numerical
reasoning and logical reasoning.
tuted.

-~he

Aritlli~etical

fifth independent variable.

computation consti-

The term dependent variable

is used in the sense that it is considered to be determined by
several other variables, the independent variables, even though
they may not be statistically independent, i.e., uncorrelated.

The

use of the term independent variable is not intended to imply perfect determination of the dependent variable by a single valued
mathe~atical

function in the sense generally attributed to it by

mathena ticians.
From the intercorrelations between the variables, beta coef-"
ficients, which are equivalent to path coefficients, were obtained.
Thus, it vms possible to estimate the relative contribution of

each independent variable to the dependent variable.
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ter:::1s used herein l'1'"ill coincide 'With those generally ac-

ce:Jted. 'oy most statisticians.
~bilities,

As previously mentioned, the terms

aptitudes and attitudes will not be factors as defined

in factor analysis.

The terms cells and groups will be used syn-

ony;nously, as 'I'lill mental age and ability.
The :Data
titudes and Achievement
The following data present a quantitative picture of the relationship betl'reen arithmetical problem solving achievement and attitudes, both personal and social, and also a description of the
intellectual aspect of problem solving ability.

It is desired that

from this statistical presentation quantitative inferences may be
dral';,"£'" so as to enable educators to identify more readily those
pupiis who will meet greater success, or be handicapped in problem
solving achievement, because of their attitudes and their intellectual abilities.
It should be noted that with each attitude that will be discussed, the mental age levels and cells are significant at the 1%
level, and the interactions between mental age levels and attitudinal levels are non-significant.
findings, since

'I'le

;Uth regard to the significant

lmoli that achievement is substantially related

to intelligence as measured by typical intelligence tests including
group tests yielding mental ages, these results are not surprising.
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",

~c~is

type of analysis of variance is applied to an experiment

here pupils of varying levels of ability are instructed by diferinG methods, a Significant interaction indicates a relationship
between ~ethods and level~ of ability.

ay be

~ore

For example, one method

effective for superior pupils, while

e more effective for less able pupils.

anothe~

method may

In this study a signifi-

ant interaction would tend to indicate, for example, that a desirable attitude may compensate for low intelligence as measured.
This does not occur.

It seems eVident that both capacity and

ttitude tend to contribute concomitantly to achievement.

This is

revealed by study of the analysis of variance data as reported in
Tables III through X, and by the correlations. between certain of
the attitudes and achievement and between mental age and achievelJent as ShO"l"ffi in Table XI on page 45.

.An illustration of the two-

part analys is of variance that ivas calculated for each a tti tude in
relation to problem solving achievement and reading is given in
Appendix II.
Data for the twelve attitudes, total personal adjustment,
total social adjustment and total adjustment are reported in
Table II on page 34.
1.

Feeling of Self-reliance.

Observing the attitude self-

reliance, we see that it is significant at the 1% level, having an

level.

-

.

~ -~ ~ ~(~~~~~ .
"

---.-------
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TABL3 II
ANALYSIS 0:2 V!:.RIA)TCE RES1JLTS PERTAINING TO
ATTITUDE LEVELS AlTD PROBLEl'i SOLVIlfG

Sums of
Squares

Degrees
of
FreedoI.:1

Variance

F

23.69

2

11.85

4.90

.01

27.59

2

13.80

5.73

.01

7.40

2

3.70

1.52

Non-sie.

19.84

2

9.92

3.11

.05

24.22

2

12.11

5.11

.01

9.16

2

4.58

1.63

Non-sig.

21.39

2

10.70

4.63

.05

Standards

1.34

2

.67

.31

Non-sig.

Skills

2.24

2

1.12

.43

Non-sig.

5.17

2

2.59

1.35

Non-sig.

::~elati011S

22.67

2

11.34

4.28

.05

:i.ela tions

27.71

2

13.86

5.11

• 27

2

.14

.05

Non-sig •

8.32

2

4.16

1.83

Non-sig.

30.30

2

15.15

6.45

.01

Att: tude

~;orth

Freedom

rc.Hing Tend.

Total ?ers'l Ad j.

CO::l::.:un:" t~r Rel.
Social Adj.
Adj.

Level of
Significance a

-

,.

.01

a p of 4.78 needed for 1% level and 3.07 for 5% level with
2 & 131 degrees of freedom.

:l!
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Table III gives the total stanine scores and means
theses) of each of the nine groups.

(~n

paren-

For comparative purposes the

taken the liberty of dividing the scores of the average
Ilevel by two, since tWice' as many cases constitute these groups.
\'ie can observe that the averages decrease both vlaYs , indicating the
differences in the groups.

Considering only the high mental age

level, ,,\·re can also see that for each a tti tude level there are differences indicating that self-reliance does affect achievement.
our? ratio of 4.90 enables us to reject the null hypothesis as
:untenable that no differences exist between the groups in achieveIment 1fi th respect to self-reliance •
. TABLE III
PROBLEL·f SOLVING SCORES IN RELATION TO
SELF-RELIANCE AND Y~~TAL AGE

Mental Age Levels

Selfreliance
Levels

2.

High

Average

High

69
(6.9)

53
(5.3)

36
(3.6)

Avg.

64
(6.4)

50
(5.0)

32
(3.2)

Low

58
(5.8)

41
(4.1 )

28
(2.8)

Sense of Personal Horth.

LOvi

Do those pupils who possess a

feeling of being well-regarded by others and who have confidence
in themselves tend to achieve more?

Table I'I ShovlS a significance

II'
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level between those pupils possessing high, average and
of ,ersonal worth as measured.
of 4.73 for the

1%

level, we have an F

Again

= 5.73

nee~ing

an ? ratio

for the attitudinal

Disregarding the fact that in Table IV on page 37 those
pupilS

111 th

an average sens e of personal I'Torth in the high ability

scored higher than those in the high attitudinal level, we
have the scores decreasing as attitude and ability decrease.
Contrasting only the high personal worth level with the low personal w'orth level,

yie

can see that the pupils with a high sense of

ersonal \'Torth in the same mental age levels have scored more than
e stanine higher in the high and average ability levels and
al~ost

one stanine (.9) higher in the low ability level than those

pupils \·;i th a

10'fT

sense of personal liorth.

Therefore,

yTe

should

consider a sense of personal worth as contributing to achievement
in proolem solving.

3.

Personal Freedorn.i1e may observe from Table II that our

P ratio of 1.52 is non-significant, indicating a lack of strong
elationship betw'een problem solving achievement and a pupil I s
feeling that he is permitted a reasonable share of responsibility
for real<.:ing his oym decisions.
had

Even though the high attitude level

means .4, .55 and .1 higher than the

10v1

attitude level, we are

not able to substantiate our hypothesis that a sense of personal

freedom affects significantly the problem solving achievement ofsev
e'nth grade pupils.
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T}J3LE IV
?20BL3>I SOLVIHG SCOR3S IlJ [tELATImr TO
PE1.1S01JAL l';-ORTH A~:D ~-1E2~TAL AGE

Mental Age Levels
High

Personal
~'tort:'1

LO'lrT

High

67
(6.7)

54.5
(5.45)

35
(3.5)

Avg.

68.5
(6.85)

52.5
(5.25)

32
(3.2)

Lo1'/

58
(5.8)

42
(4.2)

26
(2.6)

Levels

4.

Average

1"ee11n<;; of Belonging.

This attitude ,implies that one is

iked by his classmates and feels secure in his relations with his
family.

5% level.

Table II

ShO~TS

that this attitude is significant at the

Table V on page 38 show's that the average attitude cells

for the high and average mental age levels achieved more than the
high attitude cells.

Once again, the high feeling of belonging

levels show greater achievement than the low levels, respectively,
for each mental age level.

The greatest difference lies in the

low ability group where those pupils with a high feeling of belonging scored 1.1 stanines higher than those pupils "Ivi th a low feeling
of belonging.
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TABLE V
PROBLDI

5.

SOLVr:~G SC03.ES Ilf RELATION TO
BELOIIJGIKG Al'TD :~E1JTAL AGE

Withdrawing Tendencies.

Table II indicates at the

1%

level that pupils vTho are wi thdra1-m achieve less than those pupils
\'Tho aTe not 1i'rithdravm.
~

Consulting Table VI on page 39 we see that

the =eans decrease in both directions.
10\-; a-'~~i tudinal

In comparing the high and

levels, the high groups have scores more than one

stanine higher than the

10'1-[

groups.

He conclude that pupils pos-

sess ing vii thdra1-ring symptoms tend to be handicapped in problem
....

sol ving achievement •
6.

r~ervous

Symptoms.

Table II indicates that pupils who do

not exhibit nervous symptoms do not significantly achieve more than
1.'

those \·rho do exhi bi t overt signs of being nervous.
there is a trend for those demonstrating nervous

Even though

sympto~s

to a-

chieve less, since the means decrease in most of the cells, the
differences are not significant at the

....

1%

or

5%

levels.

The

39
~rsCS~

difference occurs in the high and low mental ability groups

eye in both cases the high attitude groups scored .7 stanine
igh8r than the low attitude group.

Therefore, even though a dif-

does exist, vie would. have to Question vThether pupils possessing nervous symptoms achieve less than those

vrho

do not.

TABLE VI
?IWBLE:-1 SOLVING sco~ms IH RELATION TO
IHTKDR.A")HNG TENDENCIES AND EENTAL AGE

Hental Age Levels
High

Average

High

70
(7.0)

53
(5.3)

36
(3.6)

Avg.

62.5
(6.25)

46.5
(4.65)

33
(3.3)

Low

58
(5.8)

41
(4.1 )

28
(2.8)

Hi t;:-lc.:rai-Ting

Tend.encies
Levels

7.

Total.. Pers onal }. d justm ent.

~:Je

Lol'T

receive an indication from

Table II that one's total personal adjustment does playa significant role in problem solving achievement.

The F ratio of 4.63 is

significant at the 5% level (3.07 needed).

Table VII on page 40

sho"\,rs that the lOi'ier one's personal adjustment is, the 10'tier the
aChievement.

The use of the t test shows the most significant

differenc e to exist in the 10VT mental age group, 't'lhere the high
total personal adjustment group achieved 1.8 stanines higher than

40

be low croup.

This difference, t

= 2.65,

is significant at the

131 degrees of freedom a t of 2.62 is needed for
e

1;t

level.

This significant difference may indicate that a

i1:8 total personal adjustment does play an important part in

solving achievement, particularly with those pupils possessing low mental ability.
TABLE VII
PROBLE~"f SOLVI:N:G SCORES IN RELATION TO
TOTAL PERSONAL ADJUS'TI.J:El'JT AND !-IENTAL AGE

8.

Social Standards.

We receive the impression from Table II

that the strength of pupils' social standards, i.e., the suborditing of personal desires to the needs of the group and the tendency to understand w·hat is right or wrong, does not influence
problem solving achievement.

The means in each ability level are al

::lost identical except in the low ability group vrhere the high
attitude group obtained scores .7 stanine higher than the low
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group.

The use of the t test shows this difference to be

on-significant.
9.

Social Skills.

Does the tendency to act in accordance

accepted social standards and to be sensitive to the needs of
achieVement?

The results are very similar to those

social standards; they are non-significant, as
10.

-"'inti-social Tendencies.

sh~min

Table II.

We may gather from Table II that

o sigr:ifican t differences exist betw'een the attitudinal levels
it~

respect to pupils' feelings of hostility and achievement.

The

of 1.35 does not approach even the 5% level of signifiee.

The difference between the high and low attitude groups
hlgh ability group is 1.3 stanines.

evel the stanine difference is 1.2.

In the low ability

From these results we could

hypothesize that in these ability levels anti-social tendencies
might affect achievement.
11.

Fa::lily Relations.

With an F ratio of 4.78 (1% level) and

3.07 (5% level) needed, our obtained F of 4.28 in Table II indicates that a pupil's relations at home do affect problem solving at
the

5)~

level.

Analyzing Table VIII on page 42 1-;e see the largest

difference to exist in the high ability group where the difference
bet-lieen the high and Iowa tti tude groups is 1.6 stanines.

Even

though some of the differences are small, the means show that the
higher the attitude scores are, the higher the achievement scores
are.

These results do indicate better progress of pupils with
family relations.
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TABLE VIII
PROBLE:·1 SOLVING SCORES HJ RELATION TO
FAl,IILY RELATIO}TS iliJD HENTAL AGE

!-

Mental Age Levels
High

-

12.

LOTtT

High

75 .
(7.5)

56.5
(5.65)

(3.7)

Avg.

63
(6.3)

50
(5.0)

36
(3.6)

LO"l'1"

59
(5.9)

48.5
(4.85)

27
(2.7)

Fs.:-.1ily

R81at,ions
Levels

Average

School Relations.

7.7
.-':

The obtained F of 5.11 in Table II

show'S teat school relations do playa part in achievement.

Ifuile

Inot too far beyond the needed ratio of 4.78 for the 1% level, our
obtained ratio is significant at the 1% level.

The differences

between the high and. 10"1'1 attitude groups for the high, average and
101,/"

;

ability groups, as Shovffi in Table IX on page 43, are 1.1, 1.15

and.8 stanines, respectively.
13.
F ratiO,

Oom~unity

.05.

Relations.

This attitude shows the lowest

There are very few differences among the means,

except in the high ability group where those with 10Vi community
relations scores did better (one stanine) than those with high
f

community relations scores.

Thus, a pupil's relationship with his

community does not seem to affect achievement, either positively
or nega ti vely •

~

-~--------------------------------------------------------____-J

TABLE IX
SOLVING SOOEES IN RELATION TO
SCHOOL RELATIO:NS AND IJIENTAL AGE

PROELE:'~

Mental Age Levels
High

Average

High

72
(7.2)

52
(5.2)

38
(3.8)

Avg.

68
(6.8)

49.5
(4.95)

31.5
(3.15 )

Low

61
(6.1 )

40.5
(4.05)

26
(2.6)

Sc~wol

?.. elations

Levels

14.

Total Social Adjustment.

Low

We may infer that with an

F ratio of 1.83, total social adjustment does not significantly
affect achievement in problem solving.

Still, we have the means

decreasing as attitudinal scores decrease.

The largest of these

differences is in the low ability group, where the high attitude
group achieved 1.1 stanines higher than the low group.

If total

soci21 adjustment does affect achievement positively, then it
would seem to affect those pupils with low ability rather than
those vii th high or average ability.

15.

Total Adjustment.

The composite of all attitudes yields

an F ratio of 6.45, significant at the 1% level.

The scores and

means in Table X on page 44 show the highest achievement scores
aSSociated with the highest attitude scores.

Comparing the high

I
I

and low attitude levels, we find differences of .9, 1.1 and .9

ii

II

I

II

I
l
,jli

,il ,
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in the high, average and low ability groups, respectively.

ThlS difference of approximately one stanine in each group would
seeD to llarrant us to say that a well adjusted pupil does significantly achieve better than a maladjusted pupil.
TABLE X
PROBLEI1 SOLVING SCOR:2S IN RELATION TO
TO'£AL ADJUST:J:.IENT AND MENTAL AGE
Mental Age Levels

To·cal
Ad.justment
Levels

High

Average

High

68
(6.8)

53
(5.3)

37
(3.7)

Avg.

66
(6.6)

45,
(4.5)

35
(3.5)

L01'l

59
(5.9)

42
(4.2)

28
(2.8)

LOvl

'£able XI on page 45 gives the correlation coefficients, means,
standard deviations and standard errors of the correlation coefficients of those attitudes that are significant at the

1%

and

5%

levels in relation to problem solving achievement and mental age.
The correlation between problem solving achievement and mental age
is also given.

Consulting the table of values of the correlation

coefficient for different levels of significance, we find that wi
300 degrees of freedom (actually we have 328) a correlation of .148
is significant at the 1% level, and .113 is significant at the

5% level.

Therefore,

Vie

may reject the null hypothesis that the

45
opul~tion

coyrelation is zero and say that self-reliance (.2521),

worth (.2433) and withdrawing tendencies (.1756) are sigat the 1% level with relation to proble~ solving ability.

school yelations (.1254) is significant at the 5% level.
d~t~

Thus, our

tend to indicate that there is a positive relationship, even

though not very strong, between problem solving and these attitudes, that probably did not occur by chance.
relia~ce

~t

Similarly, self-

(.2403) and personal worth (.2045) correlate significantly

the 1% level with mental age; wi thdraviing tendencies (.1082),

1'Tith 328 degrees of freedom, is significant at the 5% level.

Schoal

relations (.0623) correlates non-significantly with mental age.
TABLE XI
PROBLE:-T SOLVnrG AND 1,fEl'ITAL AGE COR..1:(ELATIONS
vlITH ATTITUDES SIGNIFICANT AT THE 1% LEVZL

Sel f -reI iance
Pers j 1 ~;orth
:'Ti tho 'I'end.

SChool ReI.

Problem
Solving
r

I·:ental
Age
r

Ilean

Standard
Deviation

.2521
.2433
.1756
.1254

.2403
.2045
.1082
.0623

5.97
6.49
5.97
5.66

1.48
1.83
1.70
1.59

J

Sta.."'1.dard Error
of Coefficient
of Correlation a
Mental
Problem
A(!:,e
Solvinc;

.052
.052
.053
.054

.052
.053
.054
.055

Problem Solving Correlated with Mental Age

.6267

1.98

.033

aStandard error of r estimated by the general fOl~Jula
1'lhen the correlations v-Tere sub j ect to Fisher's z r
=1
r2 •
transformation, even the lowest correlation vIas
Vl~ - 1
significantly different from zero.

I
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the use of the correlations given in Table XI, coeffi-

cients of deter::J.ination 'Nere obtained showing the relative and
joint contributions of attitudes (those significant at the 1%

level) and ciental age to problem solving achievement.
trat~on

Ln illus-

of the relative and joint contributions is given in the

diagram below.

Direct contributions to problem solving achievement,

are l:lad.e by attitude and. mental age, and the product terms, shO"lTn
by the double arrows, indicate joint contributions of attitude and

mental age to problem solving achievement.

Il-!ental Age.l ,,-.~ _ _ _---:) ,I-_A_t_t_i_tu_d_e...

~

/

Problem Solving
Achievement

Letting Xl represent problem solving achievement, X2 represent oental age and X3 represent attitude, beta coefficients were
calculated by the formulas below: l

= r13

_ r 12 r 23
1 - r223

~ 12.3 = r12

-

~ 13. 2r 23

lEngelhart, Psychometrika, p. 289.
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proportions of variance of the dependent variable

~o

be

aScrioed to the direct and joint influences of the independent
iables were ascertained by calculating:
~ 213.2, ~ 212.3 and 2A
A
r
~13.2tJ12.3 23

terms, ;5213 .2 and ~212.3, represent, respectively, the direct contributions of attitude and mental age to
Tile first

t"tTO

problem solving achievement.
is a

~e~sure

The product terra, 2p 13.2PI2.3r 23,

of the joint contribution of attitude and mental age

to problem solving achievement.

If all of the variance of Xl were

accounted for, even though this is not the case here, then the
formula would be:

The results of this path coefficient analysis are given in the
coefficients of determination of Table XII on page 48.

A per cent

interpretation can be given by shifting the decimal points two
places to the right.
Since mental age has much the higher correlation with problem
solving than each attitude, and both mental age and attitude are
substantially correlated, the coefficients of determination relevant to mental age are much higher than the coefficients of determination relevant to attitudes.

If one were to predict problem

solving scores from mental ages and attitude measures, comparison
of the regression coefficients for mental age with those for attitudes would shol1' the for-mer much the larger.

This analysis reveals

48
t

i~

the production of variation in problem solving ability,

tel1iGance as measured is much more important than attitude, even
ug£.l. the analysis of variance has sho1'm certain a tti tuC:as to be
i5Uificant factors in problem solving achievement.
7~e ~ethod

of path coefficients has certain limitations, as

Monroe and Stuit. 2

The method is most effective when cor-

lations between the independent variables are low.

One of the

.ajor purposes of factor analysis is to identify uncorrelated, or
early

~~correlated,

factors.
TABLE XII

COEFFIOI3NTS OF DETER!UNATION SHQ)HNG
JIRECT AND JOINT INFLUENCES OF l,mNTAL AGE AND ATTITUDE
ON PROBL~'! SOLVING AOHIEVEi-IENT

l-lental Age

Attitude

1'1ental Age
and
Attitude

Self-reliance

.3610

.0114

.0291

Personal 'Worth

.3624

.0144

.0296

Xi thdra ~Jing Tend.

.3782

.0119

.0145

Scnool ?elations

.3860

.0075

.0067

The same procedure that was used for problem solving and
attitudes was also used for reading and attitudes.
are presented in Table XIII on page 50.

2:.Ionro e and Stui t, p. 162.

These results

Those attitudes found to

~

e

si;~ificantly
wor~h,
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level are

related to reading achievement

withdrawing tendencies and school

is significant at the

5%

level.

rela~ions.

Total personal

I

Self-

adjustment~
u

is significant at the 1% level, and total adjustment is significant~

5%

at ~he

level.

Even though family relations fails to be signifi-

cant with an F of 2.96 (3.07 needed for

5%

level), in the low

ability group those with high attitudes scored 1.7 stanlnes higher
than ·c::os e having lov; scores.

A similar difference exists for

the attitude sense of belonging, with a stanine difference in the
1 o'1'[ ability group of 1.4.

Even though nervous symptoms is non-

significant ¥di tb. an F of .68, a comparison of the lovi ability group
eans

S~'loWS

a 1.3 stanines difference bet"'treen the high and low'

atti tude groups.
Our data show that self-reliance, personal worth, withdrawing
tendencies and school

rela~ions

are significant with both arith-

ruetic :problem solving and reading, all being significant at the 1%
level 1

"'tli

th the exception of self-reliance and reading, I'ihich is

significant at the

5%

level.

Together with total personal adjust-

ment, these attitudes seem to have a significant role in arithmetic
proble~

solving and reading achievement.

A sense of belonging and

family relations are significant factors, at the

5%

problem solving, and non-significant with reading.

level, vrith
Still, we can-

not discount the hypothesis that these attitudes might affect
reading achievement, since differences do occur, largely in the
low ability groups.

~
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TlJ3LE XIII

A:;LALYSIS OP VARIA~ZCE RESULTS PERTAINING TO
ATTITUDE L.ENELS AND READING

.~
~

-

Sums of
SQuares

Degrees
of
Preedorn.

Variance

F

Level of
ISignificance
a

19.6'7

2

9.84

4.17

.05

39.54-

2

19.77

7.85

.01

8.04-

2

4.02

1.34-

Non-sig.

12.50

2

6.25

2.59

l'Jon-sig.

25.26

2

12.63

5.37

.01

3.27

2

1.64

.68

Non-sig.

Total :2e1'sll Adj.

35.52

2

17.76

6.65

.01

Social Standards

4.87

2

2.44-

.97

Non-sig.

Social Skills

2.99

2

1.50

.60

Non-sig.

Anti-social Tend.

7.34-

2

3.67

1.35

Non-sig.

3.alations

12.67

2

6.34

2.96

Non-sig.

Sc:-;.ocl Relations

24.50

2

12.25

5.08

.01

.80

2

.40

.15

Non-sig.

Total Social Ad j •

12.12

2

6.06

2.49

Non-sig.

Total Adj.

20.16

2

10.08

3.80

.05

c-':..-::. t i

tud a

-self-yaliance
1-

~'Torth

?erso~_al
II

?ersc:"1al Freedom

1-

3elo::"'S in g

1-

1Ii t::d.:ca 1 ;ing
r

Tend.

1-

i~el'"'\70U8

"

Fa~.1ily

SymptOl.:.1S

Co:-n:..:.~i -'~y

Rel.

a F of 4.78 needed for
1% level and 3.07 for 5% level
2 & 131 degrees of freedom.

.....

'tii th
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second purpose of this study

vlaS

to try to get a better

unQer8t~nding

of the intellectual factors involved in problem solv-

ins 8.bility.

As Has mentioned previously, certain controls, such

I'
I

9,.5 ac.wi:..'listra tion of the tests, scoring and same grade 1 evel, lIere
~9,.illtained

to make the results as objective as possible.

Arith-

~etical problem solving was designated as the dependent variable,
and

s:.~i-chmetic

computation, verbal abi11 ty, spatial relations,

log:csl reasoning and nU;:}erical reasoning vTere designated as the
independent variables.

Table XIV lists these variables with each

symbol, mean, standard deviation and standard error of the mean.
TABLE XIV
LIST OF

Vl~~IABLES

I

Variable
.Ari"~::-! ..

?roblem Solving

Xl

I

l<Iean

Standard
II Deviation

I

6.5

I

I

1.47

Arith. Computation

X2

7.6

VerJs,l Ability

X3

7.3

Relations

XL:-

5.1

:'o'Z'ical
Eeasoning
0

X5

6.7

1.56

X6

7.2

1.37

S?s;~cial

~

Symbol

IXQJerical Reasoning

!

I

I

I

I

1.24

Standard Error
of ~-1ean

I
I

1.27
1.94

.081
.068
.070

I

.107
.086
.076

~

The correlation coefficients between the dependent and independent variables with their standard errors are listed in Table XV
on page 52.

We see that the independent variables that correlated

~

.52

ZERO ORDSR COSFFIC
~s OF CORRSL~TION
~'lITH THSIR. S >.i..~D l1:?RORSa

Xl

X2

i

1.0000

.69341' .029 .6971:t .028 .3969 ± .047 .5423 ± .039 .6391:!: .033

1
1

1.0000

.4214 :t .04.5 .3.539:t .048 .4644 ± .043 •.5303 ± .040

--------~------------+----------~:------------~----------+---------~

.5L:-23

X5

.4214

1.0000

.288.5 ! .0.51 .4472! .044 •.5264! .040

.3.539

.288.5

1.0000

.4644

.4472

.3943

1.0000

.6271 : .033

•.5303

•.5264

.3.503

.6271

1.0000

.3943

± .047 .3.503 ± .048

I

aStandard error of r estimated by the general formula c)r
;:J:'1en the correlations were subject to Fisher's z' trans-

=1

_

r2 •

VN - 1

formation, even the lowest correlation was significantly different from zero.
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"

", .~. . I-'"'e°-:::.Ll
6J...J.. -.J v 'wi t:'l

-pro bl elu solving are

~

~~..:;;.. ......

r' -,.....

f:

.J...

,.4. :.,"" :J -"-.!

uJ...o...I. .... c

v.J...

C

co~putation

(.69) and X6, numerical reasoning (.64).

,~

!These data are compatible with those of previous studies reviewed
r

I

!in the chapter on the related literature.
~

~

The intercorrelations between the variables are also presented,

lin Table XV.

i

In determining the relative contribution of each independent
variable to problem solving ability, beta coefficients were obtained using the Doolittle Hethod, as s:hown in Table XVII in
Ap?8~dix

III.

(The rationale of beta coefficients is also pre-

sented in Appendix III.)

T:he results of these beta coefficients

jare gJ.ven in the follo"lfing standard score regression equation:

I

Xl = .3883X2 + .4047X3 + .0642X4 + .0526X5 + .1651X6

,The general form of the multiple regression equation is: 3

I

Xl

= b12.3456 X2

+

b13.2456 X3

+

bI4.2356X4

+

b1S.2346XS

+

b16.2345X6 + c
Tee results are:

i
i

Xl

= .l~62X2

+ .470X3 + .049 X4 + .050X5 + .177X6 - 2.33

This equation shows that for every unit increase in X2 , Xl is
increasing .462 unit; that for every unit increase in X3, Xl is
increasing .470 unit; etc.

3As in regression equations, "c ll is a constant. The coefficients b12.3456, etc., are multiplying constants or weights for
the X values; they w'ere found by the formula:

b1 2 .3456 =

(~})~12.34S6

ij
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coefficients of

deten~ination

are:

= .1508
P 213 .2456 = .1638
~ 214 .2356 = .0041
,..b 215 .2346 = .0028
,e> 216 .2345 = .0273
2;6 12.3456/313 • 2456 r 23 = .1324
2p 12.3456,.b14.2356 r 24 = .0176
2f-J l2.3456.615.2346 r 25 = .0190
2p 12.3456,..816. 2345 r 26 = .0680
96 13. 2456P14. 2356 r 34 = .0150
2p 13. 2456P15. 2346 r 35 = .0190
2,.6 13.2456,616. 2345 r 36 = .0703
;S 212.3456

2P14.2356.t'15.2346r45 = .0027

?6 14.2356 P16. 2345r 46 = •0074

2p 15.23L~6,,616.2345r56 = .0109
The results were checked by conparing the smnmation of these
iueasu:r-es (.7111), the coefficient of multiple determination, with
the sQ~are of the coefficient of multiple correlation, R21.23456

=

(.7108), obtained as follows:
R21.23456

= P12 r 12

+ .b13 r 13 + P14 r 14 + ,.6l5 r 15 + ,.616 r 16

=

.2692 + .2821 + .0255 + .0285 + .1055

=

.7108

This yields a multiple correlation of .8431, using all values correct to eight decimal places.
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these beta coefficients we see that verbal

~~i~hmetic

cocputation (X2) contribute Dost to

The relative contribution of
-atio~s

n~::J.erical

ab~lity

pro~leD

(X3)

solving

reasoning, spatial'

and logical reasoning are slight.

'.i'he coefficients of determination are listed belo1-l.

'.i'he joint

contributions have been broken dovrn. according to the ratios of the
direct contributions and added to the direct contributions
tain

esti~ates

~o

00-

of the separate effects of the independent variables

on variation in the dependent variable.

The contribution of

Ull-

'i'm, or unmeasured, factors vms secured by the difference from
uuity of the observed coefficients of determination. 4

Independent Variables

Per Cent Contribution to
Variance of Problem Solving

Verbal Ability
;~ith~etic
~umerical

Computational Ability
Reasoning

33.39
30.74

5.57

Spatial 3elations

.84

Logical Reasoning

.57

Unknowti or Unmeasured Factors

28.89
100.00

A summary and check of the beta coefficients are ShO"iID in
Table XVIII in Appendix III.

41 - R2 is often tenned a coefficient of non-determination.

CONOLUSIONS .A1JD R:8COI;:l·:ENJATIONS
Conclusions
Educators and psychologists have frequently expressed their
IViews of the effects of attitudes on achievement.

It is difficult

or iDproper to be too specific in evaluating limited data.

We may

be guilty of over-generalizing, and on the other hand we may be
ha~dicapping
·d8.~~a.
!

~

One of the purposes of this study was to deter.Gline the

)e~fects,

l::te~t.

ourselves by being overly skeptical in evaluating

if any, of certain attitudes on problem solving achieve-

The hypothesis ")vas stated that a tti tudes do affect problem

i

!solving achievement.

II~Illa t

lfuich attitudes influence achievement and to

degree i;-re hoped to 1 earJ.1 from the

l~esul ts

of this study.

Our

second purpose was to gain a further understanding of the intellectual factors in problem solvi:lg achievement.

Again, we know'

so::e of tl'1e factors involved, but vre hoped to evaluate the relative contributions of some of these factors--namely,

aritr~etical

computation, spatial relations, verbal ability, numerical reasoning
and logical reasoning.
The conclusions

draw~

from this study, we must remember, came

the test results of seventh grade pupils from four Chicago
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Ii

lele:::.e:'l·~s.ry sc]:. . ools.

This saIJ::;J:"e lJo~ula tion

intelligence and problem solving

a~

forllia Test of i'lental lvIaturlty (She
Achievesent 3attery,

l'laS

_ty as measured by

t~e

Oa1i-

- FOrD) and the :-Ietropoli tan

respoctively.~e te~n,

this study, refers to those attituc:.

above avorage in

attitude, as used in

as defined and measured by

Ithe California Test of Personality"

,

Application of analysis of variance to the data

shGWG~

thati

the attitudes self-reliance, personal \"rorth, vIi thdravling tendencies
school relations were significantly related to problem solving
~chievement

at the 1% level of confidence.

These results were also

verified by the correlations that were run between these attitudes
and problem solving achievement.
1 evel

,"ri th the exception of school relations,

at the

!lin

All were significant at the 1%
~lhich i-TaS

significant

5% level.

The results of the minor path coefficient analyses, as given
Table XII on page 48, shovl that mental age contributes most sig-

nifica~tly

to problen solving achievement.

The per cents are .36,

.36 and. .38, respectively, in dealing with self-reliance, personal
. 'I'lOrth and wi thdravling tendencies.

These a tti tudes accounted for

only 1% of the variation, while the joint influences accounted for
approximately 2% in each case.

Thus, we would have to say that

mental age is the most important factor in problem solving achievemente
The tHO attitudes that w"ere significant at the
family relations and the feeling of belonging.

5% level were

Even though these

~
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~
are identified senarately, the close relationship between r:
1--"
.
...,
d
~,
.,
~
:t::.:;;:-': 1.S eas l..l.y unaers"coo.
T11e other six attitudes pres en ted small ~
,t~~~~des

0

'

~

but

nOll-significant ratios.

3..0;;1,

This is not to say that personal free-

~
~

freedom froLl nervous sy::::lptoms, desirable social sta::::.dards and ~

skills, freedom from anti-social tendencies and good
~elations

are not desirable attitudes to possess.

co~~unity

The data showed

!

~

I

differences with all attitudes, even though they were not signifi- ~
cant at the 5% or 1% levels.
~he

comparative research with reading achievement seemed to

stre::::.gthen our findings with problem solving achievement.

With

reading achievement the same four attitudes, self-reliance, perIso:::J.al i'rorth, 'Hi thdra1';ing tendencies and school relations gave significant results.

The only difference vias that self-reliance

isl:c';Ied. a Significance at the 5% level instead of the 1% level.
I
~;ven though the attitudes family relations and feeling of belonging

I

lii'lere Sig-llificant at the 51b level i'lith problem solving and noni

!significant with reading, differences of over one stanine did occur
~

IWith the low ability group in reading achievement.

With respect

Ito the total personal adjustment, total social adjustment and total
ladjustment, the comparisons between problem solving achievement
l

~and

l;~

reading achievement were similar, all being significant at the
or 5% level

"ili th

the exception of total social adjustment, 1'lhich

. showed non-significant differences in problem solving and reading

l

~achievement.

Thus, we may infer that personal adjustment is more
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i~porta~t

than social adjustment ln problem solving and reading

Prom the preceding presentation we may conclude that the pupil
,\[::'0

is independent, reliable and

l~ela tively

free from hostility and

I

iaggressiveness is more apt to be successful in problem solving than

'tile pupil

vlho

lacks these attributes.

The successful pupil is

further characterized as having good school and family relations
with feelings of belonging and self-respect, in contrast to having
feelings of being lonely, sensitive and given to self-concern.
The path coefficient values were used in securing the coefficients of determination, the direct influences being obtained by
squaring the path coefficients of the paths leading directly from
each of the independent variables to the dependent variable, prob1e2 solving achievement.

The coefficients of determination measur-

ing the jOint or combined influences were obtained by taking twice
t~e

product of the two paths from the given independent variables

to the dependent variable times the coefficient of correlation

ibe-cI'ieen

the t'\'l0 J.ndependent variables.

Since ive i'Tere working v-Ti th

Ifive independent variables, there were ten product terms.

i

We may conclude from our data that verbal ability and arith-

metic computation are the two most significant factors in a pupil's
ability to solve arithmetic problems.

The coefficients of deter-

mination beti'leen problem solving ability and these factors were
.16 and .15, respectively.

Thus, "I'le may state that problem solving'

ability depends almost equally upon computational ability and

I
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!

!verbal ability.

The ability to reason numerically (.03) also seems~

~

~to r...3.ve a positive bearing on problem solving ability.
Irelations (.004)
~o:::

i

~

-11

~nd

logical reasoning (.002) seem to

'I

Spatial

~ave

Ii

little

no relationship.

)

u

I\

Recommendations

ii

iil

The data of this study have indicated that certain attitudes

!do influence problem solving achievement, and that these results
Idid not occur from mere chance.

It ;;as also pointed out that ver-

I

I

Ital ability and arithmetic computation are important factors in a

!?UPil'S ability to solve problems.

I

If we, as educators and parentsJ

I.ish to see greater achlevement in this

diffic~t

phase of the

I

larith.lletic program, then it vTOuld behoove us to consider these
'points in planning and teaching the arithmetic curriculum.

I

It vTas not the purpose of this study to deternine hOI'; and vThy

~

~negative and positive attitudes are developed.

This is not to say

that this problem does not provide a fertile field of investigation
for educators and parents alike.

Since education is a co-operative

endeavor, contributed to by many social institutions of ':ll'lich the
school and family are primary, then we must all be cognizant of the ,
factors which influence achievement, attitudes being one.

As it is

the objeotive of all concerned with the schools to accomplish the
!aims of education, then it would seem that the educative process
might call for greater stress on the development of favorable attiitudes, especially on the elementary level.
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T~ere
~~~y

~
~

I

are certa:n iuplications apparent to the writer of this
for educators, in particular for elementary teachers. Under-,

s-'ca:1.dL'1g the developi:.1ent of positive and negative attitudes of
,u)ils should contribute to teachers' tec}'1..niQues in fostering
reater achievement in problem solving.

I

This could also lead to

etter understanding and recognition of poor attitudes.

By the

establishment of an atmosphere in i'lhich pupils are free to express
the~selves

and to participate freely, favorable attitudes, such as

self-reliance and feelings of being worthy, could become a reality!
to 'c:l0se pupils who lack them, and maintained and developed in
t::'ose pupils vlho already exhibit these qualities.
of

~chose

By being al'Tare

pupils w'ho have poor family backgrounds and feel as though

do not belong, an understanding teacher can provide experi-

it~ey

~e:.:ces

i'Thicn can alleviate, if not eliminate, much of the harm that

~

~-'che

lack of these attitudes presents in achievement.

Teachers with

i

ikn01Tledge, a posteriori, can l'l"i thout too much difficulty readily
!identifY those pupils who manifest personal and social problems.
~

I

The preceding discussion was not meant to place the burden of

~
i~uPilS'

!teacher.

personal and social adjustment only upon the classroom
Many agencies must help if we are going to make great

!progress in this direction, not the least of which is the family.
i

I The writer is not trying to set up utopian principles vrhich vTOuld
be almost impossible to achieve, but suggestions--practical and
difficul t in that they take hard l'lork and time--1'ihich vTe must follow to produce greater achievement.

The teacher need not take the
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"d
'J

pla.c3 of a psychologist, but 'iiitil the use of available test resul ts~
~

i'l.-nd
~~

";;3S

ts

~8asuring

'
SUCa

~
.
as vne Ca I'~!ornla
-1-'

~es t

C"

0f

PersonalitY7

tecrillique, such as teacher rating scales

ilJ.Ven~o~ies,

a~d

any other.~
ij
)upil self-

OT

!

the teacher can gain a better understanding of the

s.ttitudes that pupils possess.

It seems that if attitudes

play

0.0

s:'gnificant role in achievement, and the results of t2:is study

!see~

to verify this point, implications for teacher

Ipresent.

traiL~ng

are

Tile writer suggests that additional courses in psychOlogyl

land ~easureDent

could aid teachers in better understanding their

Ipupils, especially on the elementary level during important forma!.i.-ve
years.
f,,, ....
Ed.ucation cannot be complete without the,co-operation of
parents.

I

Parents must be informed to better understand their

IChildren and the educative process, of which attitudes constitute
a significant aspect.

Educators must work

Vii th

parents to study

cantly related to problem solving, improvement in these abilities

i snould Shovl an improvement in problem solving ability.

Rather than

~

~

jcontinuing practice in solving problems, it vTOuld seem that teachiers should spend more time working on the improvement of these two

~

~factors, especially in remedial cases.

Test results showing a

IpUPillS verbal and computational abilities are accessible early in

!a pupil1s school life.

These results can be watched carefully

I
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school, and added. instruction can be given

pupil falls below a certain level.

Many cases of failure

be avoid.ed.

I
[j

Nith the use of personality inventories and intelligence tests;1
ed.ucato~s

have means by WhiCh to diagnose a pupil's chances of

oe::...ng successful in ari th.'TI.etic problem solving •

With tt.ese results Ii

t~ey are better equipped to make the total adjustment of pupils

ore of a reality.
~dditional
i

i!8.:Ce:

questions that may be answered by further research

Do attitudes influence achievem.ent to a greater extent

1:9'.1)ils possessing

lo\\~er

intelligence?

8.cquire certain attitudes?

HO"i"i, vThy and 1'lhen do pupils

How much do the attitudes of parents

~a~d teachers affect children's attitudes?

affect attitudes?

'iTi th

How much does failure

Vfilat are some of the methods that teachers may

~use to i'.11prove verbal and computation abilities?

To what degree is

inadeQuate teaching responsible for poor attitudes and lack of
~achievement
~

!

in nroblem
solving?
~

The anSl'lers to these questions would certainly aid us in

teaching and probably ·would assure pupils of greater achievement.

~

I
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.APPEl~DIX

I

DESCRIPTION OF

~ESTS

California Test
of Personality
-{,

The California Test of Personality, Kindergarten to £dult, is
co~posed

mente

of two sections, personal adjustment and social adjust-

Each of these sections contains six components which totally'

measure the concept of life adjustment.
The specific tendencies to think, to act and to feel as
measured by this test and considered as attitudes for the study
are as follol'lS:
Personal Adjustment
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

B.

Self-reliance
Sense of Personal Worth
Sense of Personal Freedom
Feeling of Belonging
I[i thdravring Tendencies
Nervous Symptoms

Social Adjustment
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Social Standards
Social Skills
Anti-social Tendencies
Family Relations
School Relations
Community Relations

The definitions are ihose given by the authors of the test.
'The writer has taken the liberty of re-wording and shortening some
68
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definitio:2s.

S81f-reli~nce.

Eovrever, in general they are as

An individual

fO~~Q

in the

be said to be self-reliant

~ay

'irlJ.en his overt actions indicate teat he can do thino"s

It

inde~endentlY~
•
1

of others, depend upon himself in various situations and direct his'
O"i-f.Q.

acti vi tie s.
Sense of Personal

~irorth.

.ll

being 1'lorthy \'Then he feels he is
feels

t~J.at

individual possess8s a sense of

~v;ell

regarded by others, i·rhen he

others have faith in his future success, and ':'lhen he

believes that he has average or better than average ability.
Sense of Personal Freedom.

An indiVidual enjoys a sense of

freedo:.J. 11hen he is per.:ni tted to have a reasonable share in the
deterQination of his conduct and in setting the general policies
that shall govern his life.
?eeling of Belonging.
~'rhen

An indiVidual feels that he belongs

he enjoys the love of his family and a cordial relationship

Ivii -eh others.

Such a person, usually, will get along well with his

Iteachers and feels proud of his school.
':':i thdra'tJing Tendencies.

The individual who is said to wi th-

~ c.:::aw' is the one who substitutes the joys of a fantasy world for
u

!

'actual successes in real life.

Such a person is characteristi-

cally sensitive, lonely and given to self-concern.

ILouis P. Thorpe, iiTillis U. Olark, and Ernest If. Tiegs,
:':8,l11.'.al: Oalifornia Test of Personali ty (Los Angeles: Oalifornia
Test Bureau, 1953), pp. 3-4.

I
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Tf'le individual lillo is classifiad as having

~

l1el~V01.:.3

sY'.J.:9-'co:::s is the one uho suffers from one or

v~~iety

of pllysical symptoms such as loss of appetite, freQuent

i .~ ~
~

st~ain,

eye

mo:;.~e

of a

inability to sleep, or a tendency to be chronically

7' ,:v'J

lJ J., .....

\"..0\..4 •

t

I

Social Standal~ds.

The individual I'Tho recognizes desirable

100cia1 standards is the one who has come to understand the rights
iof others and who appreCiates the necessity of subordinating cer~

~t~in desires to the needs of the group.
Soc12.1 Skills.

.An individual who possesses the tendency to

in accordance with prevailing social standards and subordinates
or her egoistic tendencies in favor of interest in the problems
activities of his associates may be said to be socially skill:i -~'t:.,!

'~

..1. i.A........

~
;1

..0::.:1. ti-80c1al

1t

I
;:

e::~deavors

Tendencies.

The anti-social person is the one 11ho

\unfair to others such as bullying, disobedience and

,I

,

I
destructiveness l

to get his satisfactions in viaYs that are damaging and

i~'
j

Ito property.

~

J
~

Family Relations.

The individual villo feels he is loved and

i'Hell-treated at home, and l.;ho has a sense of security and selfIrespect in connection with the various members of his family,

~eY~ibits

desirable family relationships.

il

i
~

~to
I

!

Ii

i
n

i

School Relations.

The student \.·Iho is satisfactorily adjusted

his school feels that he is liked by his teachers, enjoys being

~

~vo

tile school work adapted

his

71
level

II
.1

The individual making good
tu

:::'1s

~-~3.::es

cO:1illlu:.J.i ty

?::c'ide in

adjustme~ts

is one vIho mingl es happily 'wi th his neighbors,

COill.i:lll.."li ty

improve:nents and is tol erant in dealing

~

~ri-~h both strangers and fo::-eigners.

I
iI

OaliforniaS
~_...;.;h~o...;.;;r_t;....-...;.;;P;....'o;;..;rm;;..;.;;;. Test of I·!ental
--

~.J:aturi ty

'-

Tlle Oalifornia Short-Form Test of }!ental Ic1a turi ty, Elementary

H

Sevel (1957 Edi~ion) consists of seven tests.

These seven tests

'i

!

Gontribute to scores 1n four factors:

I

1
......

I

Spatial Relationships
Logical Reasoning
Xumerical Reasoning
Verbal Ooncepts

2.

3.
4.

T~ese
19..::lG..

factors comprise a Language I.Q., a Non-Language I.Q.

a Total I.Q.

The following description is basically the same

!as that -oresented in the manual. 2

i

i

-

Spatial Relationships Factor.

!f~ctioning
l

~s-oace

I-

•

Important aspects of mental

involve understanding the relationships of objects in

Involved also is t1;le ability to recognize both differences

land si:nilari ties in designs 'Iihen they are presented in various

I

r90Si tions •

!i

2Elizabeth T. Sullivan, Willis N. Olark, and Ernest W. Tiegs,
Oaltf9rnta Short-Fonn Test of :\~ental IVlaturi ty (Los Angeles:
:Cal ifornia Test Bureau, 1957), p. 3.
Vla~l:

·r'.;
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'I

,4

':2est 1

:i

,

I.

(_~
!J.J..

J

"

1

Se~s:~2 2ig~t a~d

Left, consists of twenty pictures

:--"2..:.:.c..::; and feet in various positions.

~aveal

The

ite~s

are designed to

the pupil's ability to c..iscricinate between right and left,

~ir:.vol vL.:g such mental processes as manipulation of visually pre~

ic'j~~-:-,",."l
o-bJ·ec..l-~
'.,J~."
~
v;::';; and t"l'lO- and three-dimensional perception.
ioJ ......

':2e st 2, l·:anipula tion of lU'eas, consis ts of fifteen i te!rls, each
i,of ~:lhich

reQuires the ?U:Pil to identify tne one among four dra't-Tings

\;hlCh

a different Vie'll of the first one.

lS

I

I

Logical Reasoning Jactor.

IreQUireS the

ca~ing

The solution of almost any problem

of decisions.

Even the simplest situations

Le:aerallY involve a choice among alternatives and the dra"liing of
conclusions from given premises.
ships is tested in
I

t~TO

The ability .to grasp relation-

patterns of logical arrangement, involving

lboth inductive and deductive reasoning.

The follo'l'J'ing tests con-

!tribute the data for the factor score for Logical Reasoning.
1

I

Tes·t, 3, Similarities , contains fifteen i terns, each of i'Thich

Iconsists of seven dravlings.
l:ay.

The first three are ali1'1:e in so=ne

The pupil determines the nature of this likeness and then

,finds a:::lother draVling among the renaining four vrhich is related to

I

Ithe first three in the same way.

I

Test 4, Infere:::lce, consists of fifteen items, each of which

Icontains two premises.

The pupil must select the logical con-

I

!clusion, based on these premises, from the three possible responses
1

given.

ij

I------------------------------------__________________________-J

L

'":
'11
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Tllis factor measures the ability

~

,

~to

!

rocv0uize

nu~erical co~cepts a~d

relationships, to

~dentify

the

\·J::.~inci·')l,;;s involved, in the solu-'cio:;,'), of numerical pl~oble:ns and to

I~se th~se

pTinciples in making

i~ferences

and reaching correct

!conclusions.

!

Test 5, HUillber Series, consists of ten number series items

~

11fhiCll lncrease or decrease in various patterns.

The pupil indi-

icates blS understanding of the principle governing each pattern by
I
lidentifying tlle one nunber in each series which violates this
~

!)rinCiPle.
,

Test 6, Numerical Quantity, consists of fifteen problems in

iouantitative reasoning.

~

.-

Each item contains a·numerical Situation,

I

Itogether with a question about it.

The pupil must work out the

.i

iproblem. &nd select the correct anSvTer fro:n four possible responses.
!l

i::'11e

emphaSis is not on testing knov7ledge of arithmetic fundamentals

!but r&ther on testing thlnking in matllematical sltuations.
1~
~

Factor.

Thls factor measures the examinee's

!conprellension of the meanings of a carefully selected series of

!~·;o:cds.
;~

This facility is universally recognized as an important

5

laspect of intelligence.
1

~

Test 7, Verbal Concepts, contains fifty items consisting of a

~

~ :\.ey
,

ivord, a sy.a.onyr..1l, and three distracter words.

Two words, there-

I

ifore, must be correctly comprehended as possessing a similar conII

Inotation, making a total of 100 recognition words.

I
i

J
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~etrouolitan ~chievement

~~e
~series
:,

Tests

Metropolitan

~chieveDent

Tests comprise a co-ordinated

of measures of

achieve~ent

in the important skill and con-

~

~tell ..t

aZ'G2.S

)

of the elementary and junior high school curriculUm.

"

,~?::cimary in the minds of the authors has been the intent to develop ,
i!'tests that 'Hould contribute most effectively to teacher underu

!standing and. analysis of pupils r achievement, and that vlOuld :91'0~

!vide de:gendable data for evaluation of :9upil growth.

The validity

,1

,I

lof these tests is based on analysis of textbooks, courses of study,
Ii

:'and. eX:gert fOr".u.1ulations of the goals of instruction at the various
,J

The Xetro:901itan Achievement Tests consist of ten tests:
1.
2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

8.
9.
10.

Reading
Computation
Arithmetic Probler:l Solving and Concepts
\;01'0. Kno"i'Tledge
Spelling
Language
1anguage Study Skills
Social Studies Information
Social Studies Study Skills
Scie:s.ce
Arith~etic

Of these ten tests, this study makes use of only the first

'·chree •

Definitions of these three tests, generally as :9resented

'in the manual, are given below'. 3

311al ter N. Durost et al., Nanual: J'fetropolitanAchievement
'J.'ests, Intermediate Battery (Chicago and Net' Yorlc: v'Torld Book Co.,
: 1959), pp. 3-4.
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tes-'c

:~

of a series of

reac~~g

~

~

selections~i
!,

laach followed by several questions designed to measure

va~~ous

iaspects of reading comprehension, including the follo';-;ring:

,!

a.

Abi::"ity to select the main thoug:'lt of a passage, or
to judge its general significance.

!

b.

Ability to understand the literal meaning of the
selection, or to locate infor~ation explicitly set
forth.

I

c.

i~

Ability to see the relationships among the ideas set
forth in the selection and to draw correct inferences
froD the selection.

d.

Ability to aeJcer""dine the meaning of a word from context, or to judge from the co::.;.t.:::xt l-ihich of several
possible meanings of a word is the appropriate one.

~

i
~

!~

i

i

~
~,i

~
!l
~

Aritb2net-"c COillnutation.

This is a forty-eight item test WhiCh!

II

;covers fund am en tal operations l1"i th -vrhole nll..'!lbers, decimals and
!fractions, through fractional parts of numbers, reading of graphs
,~

Ii and

I

addition and subtraction of denominate numbers.
2rithDetic Problem Solvins and Concents.

This test consists

~

parts.
.IC118

The first is a measure of

~~derstanding

of concepts

number system, arithwetic processes, vocabulary, mathemati-

: 0:.:1 generalizations and principles, measures and ari tbJnetic rela-

tionships.

The second measures the ability of the pupil to apply

-::_'C...'TIbers in social si tua tions and to make sound judgments
respect to quantitative problems.

l1"i th

The emphasis is on reasoning in

numerical situations; the reading load has been kept at the lOl-lest
possible level, and only very Simple computational skill is required.

TiW-PART

·t.lZ ILLlJSTrtJ3IOl~ OP
Al~ALYSIS 0:2 VARIAlTCE
T!G~3

R3S1JLTS

XVI

Pl~03LE:::: SOL VIl\'G ACHIEVZ:·:E:0TT SELF-RELI.P...;.1"CE Alm I(E;'~TAL AGE

I,' -

su~s'o--f--'-"Degrees of

Le'lel o'f :
!
I SQuares
Freedom.
Variance!
F t Significance
------------.~,--------.~--------------r_------~,~-----'--------------~

! ' ,
'I;

·~_': _;·,~_;_:_i_s e_{i__20_1_._6_1-!1,"__2_(_~'_i

-:1

b

._6
... _,o

Li!~~r~e

I

Cells

Interaction

_~'T_i_t_h_i_n

I

_-_1_)

23.69

2

(L - 1)

226.49

8

(HL - 1)

1.19

4

(r'l - 1) x

~

Sub-groups
______ 316.50
_______

(L - 1)

131 (N - ML)

;I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _._ _ _ _

542.99

66_l___0_1___

100.81 1r-_41___
11.85

28.31
.30

i

I
I

4. 9

e

0!

(N - 1)
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9

.01

.01

.121~-N-o-n-_-S-i-g-.--fl
i

~I________~I',\U!_____________
2.42

_

!

j

. :~o-cal

I

I'

j'

Aj?1?E:01DIX III
S IX V.£.RI1J3L:8 S CHE?{A.

PO], Cl:..LCULATION Oli' BE'.i:A COEI'FICIENTSl
First Order Calculations
<X

c.<::
0<

13.2
14.2
15.2

0<:16.2

oc.. .L~3. 2
ex:: 53.2
c::<

54.2

0<

63.2

0<:

64.2

0<.65.2

W23
W

24

w25
uV2 6

= r13
= r14
= r15
= r16
= r34
= r35
= rL;.5
= r36
= r46
= r56
=1 =1 =1
=1 -

-

r12 r 23
r12 r 24
r12 r 25

-

r12 r 26
r24 r 23
r25 r 23

-

r25 r 2,L}

-

r26 r 23
r26 r 24
r26 r 25

r223
r224
r225
r226

:;
lE. D. Griffin, "Simplified Schema for I~ul tipl e Linear Corre'!lation," Journal of Exuerimental :Education, I (Xarch 1933),
;239-254.
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,

.

~

~

1

First Order Calculations '(cant.)

i
.,

Ii
!

I
)
~

~

Second Order Calculations
0( 14.23

= oC 14 • 2

- ,613. 2 OC 43. 2

<X: 15 • 23

= 0(15.2

- P13.20<:53.2

0(16.23 = ()(16.2 - P13.2 oC 63.2
0(.54.23

=0<: 54.2

- ;653.20<43.2

oL 64 • 23 = 0<.64.2 - P63.2 oC 43.2

~65.23

= 0<65.2

- ~63.2oC53.2

CA)24.3

= w 24
= w25

,643.20<:43.2

w 25 • 3

- P53.2o(53.2

= C>(14.23
w 24 • 3
0(
=
54.23
C-V 2 4.3
=

ex:

64.23

w 24 • 3

~:
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1

?~irC

0<:1 :J.:;.
~ 2~ LL
oC16.234

C~Q8r

Oalculations

= oC1 '.:I.:;
~ 2~
= 0'C 16 • 23

VJ25 • 34

= ~65.23
= 0..)25.3

0026 • 34

~

oC 65.234

26 . 3

00

- PI LL.• 2~;; ex:. :J~ LL.• 23
- PI4.23°C64.23
- P64.23 K 54.23
- P54. 23 0<"9;'.23
- ~64.23C<64.23

Final Partial Regression Coefficient

P15 =

..615 • 23 4

,.,014 =

PIL~.23

f313

= ~13.2

- 1'16P65.234

- (,b1S.P54.23 + PloP64.23)
-

(P14~43.2

+P15

P 53.2

+P16P 63.2)

1

...,

r
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TABLE XVII
DOOLITTLE METHOD FOR COMPUTING
BETA COEFFICIENTS
Column Nu."llber
Variable
~ Instruction
A
B
C
D
E
F

r2k
A .;. (-A2)

G

r4k
A x B4
Ex F4
G+H+I
J .:- (-J4)

H

I
J
K
L
M
N
0

P
Q

R
S
T
u
V

r3k
A x B3
C+ D
E ~ (-E3)

2

3

4

X2

X3

X4

6

1

X6

Xl

.4644
1.0000
•4214
.3539
-1.0000 - .4214 - .3539 - .4644 1.0000
.4472
.2885
- .1776 - .1491 - .1956 .8224
.2516
.1394
-1.0000 - .1695 - .3059 1.0000
.3943
- .1252 :... .1644 ~
- .0236 - .0426 .8512
.1873
-1.0000 - .2200 1.0000

r5k
A x B5
Ex F5
J x K5
L+M+N+O
p ~ (-P5)

w

r6k
A x B6
Ex F6
J x K6
P x Q6
R + S' + T + U + V

X

w 't

(-~{6)

5
X5

- .2157
- .0770
- .0412
.6661
-1.0000

.5303
.5303
.5264
.2235
.3029
.3683
.3503
.1877
.0513
.1113
.1308
.6271
- .2463
- .0927
- .0245
.2636
- .• 3957

1.0000
- .2812
- .1116
- .0146
- .1043
.4883
-1.0000

Check
Swn

.6934 3.4634
- .6934 -3.4634
.6971 3.3806
- .2922 -1.4595
.4049 1.9211
- .4923 ! -2.3360
.3969 2.7839
- .2454 -1.2257
- .0686 - .3256
.0829 1.2326
- .0974 -1.4481
.5423 3.4753
- .3220 -1.6084
- .1239 - .5877
-- .0182 - .2711
.0782 1.0081
- .1174 -1.5134

.

-

.6391
.3677
.1491
.0108
.0309
.0806
.1651

3.6732
-1.8366.
- .7075
- .1612
- .3989
.5690
-1.1653

TABLE }:VIII
SmIT~~RY

AN:) CHECK OF 3ETA

COEFl!~ICIEETS

.-61k

.3883

.0642

X4

II
I,

.5303

.2059

.5264

.2130

.3503

.0225

.6271

.0330

f

.0526

~r

A5
X,....
0

i
!
I

!

I

...

!

I

I

1

.1651

i

1.0000

.1651
~

= .6395

= r16
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